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On the Pliicker Relations for the Grassmann Varieties 
SILVANA ABEASIS 
University of Rome, Rome, Italy* 
This paper gives an answer to the question posed by Kleiman and Laksov 
in [3, p. 10761 (to which we refer for further references) concerning the relations 
satisfied by the Plucker coordinates of a Grassmann variety over a field of 
char # 0 and the possibility of generating them all from some simple ones. 
A negative answer to this problem was given by J. Towber for’ the case 
of flag varieties [4], and the answer is ,also negative in the case of Grassmann 
varieties, as is shown here. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let S be the set {1,2,..., 2K) and denote by {i, ,..., &} the subset of S containing 
the elements iI ,..., ir, , supposed distinct. 
Let us consider the vector space generated over Q (rational numbers), or over 
any field of char 0, by all the subsets {ir ,..., ik} C S. We use the following lemma, 
due to De Concini [l]. 
LEMMA 1. In char 0, the relations 
-{i1 , i2 $. i) ik} = c {‘/, is ,.. ., ik} (1) 
rfi,,...,i, 
imply the relations 
(-1)“GI ,**a, &) = c h ,*-*, ys , is+1 ,**-, cc) (2) 
Y1....,Ya 
#i, ,..., ik 
for any 1 < s < k. 
Proof. First we show that, in char 0, the relations 
(1) 
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imply the relations 
In fact if we add all the relations of type (I) containing the elements i,,, ,..., ik , 
we get 
and the result follows, because we are in char 0. Next, for {il ,..., &} given, we 
consider 
= +‘,zI” 
. .’ 
b-3 ,..., ys $ is+, ,..., iJ + yl,,~ye-, (yl ,..., ys-l , i, , i,,, ,..., &}. 
7Q.,t,+1,...,t ‘k #S.,...,C~ 
As the second summand is a relation of type (1’) we deduce the relations 
If we write the left-hand side of (1”) as 
1 bl - ys , isfl ,.-, &> + 
.Y1,.:.,Y, 
.,,.Fy -l {rl ,-, Y~-~ , is-, , is+, ,-., Gl 
II 
f~8-1,~8,...,%z +i,.+i, ,...) ik 
we see that the second summand is of type (l”), so we get 
y,.C,y, h ,-, ys 7 is,, p-9 9 = 0. 
#i,-,,i, ,..., ik 
Proceeding this way we get 
0 = C bl ,..., ys , i,,, ,..., $1 
Yl.....Y, 
#i,,...,il. (*I 
= y,~,y, 
,. 
h ,.-., ys , is+, j-s $1 + Y1,.~ya--I h ,--, Y$-~ , 4 , is+, ,-.., iJ. 
#i,,i,....,r, #i,,...,i, 
Now we prove that (1) a (2). We proceed by induction on s, the basis of the 
induction being the case s = 1. So suppose that 
(4 ,..., ilc) = (-l)s-l C {rl ,..., ys-l , i, ,..., ik). 
Yl.,. . .,Ya+ 
#ll’...,Zb 
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Substituting in (*), where we have set i, instead of il , we get 
0 = 1, {yl ,..., yd , i,, ,:.., ik} + (-l)“-‘{ir ,..., ik}. 
Yl,...,Y, 
#i, ,..., ix 
So the lemma is proved. 1 
Let X, = (Xii) be a k x 2k matrix and denote by [iI ,..., &.I, the k-minor with 
column indices, the ordered set il ,...., ik , i.e., a Plucker coordinate for the 
Grassmann variety Gk,slc of the K-planes in a 2k-dimensional vector space (over 
any field, K). 
For each subset {il ,..., ik) C S we denote by (jr ,... , jk} the complement in S 
of il ,..., ik; next we associate to {i r ,..., ik} the following product of Plucker 
coordinates: 
(il ,..., it} 2 ( -l)il+“‘+ik cseJjI ,..., jn][iI ,..., ik] 
where zi, and q are the signs of the permutations which reorder the indices 
z1 ,..., ik and jr ,..., jlc in increasing order. In this way we get a linear map 9, from 
the space T spanned over Z by the elements {iI ,..., &} to the subspace Pz of the 
polynomials of degree 2 in the Plucker ‘coordinates, where all the indices l,..., 2K 
appear: 
Clearly {il ,..., ik} - (- l)“{jr ,..., jlc} belongs to ker q~ and such elements are 
easily seen to generate ker p. 
PROPOSITION 2. The relation &i, ,..., ik {y, ia ,..., ik} = -{iI ,..., ik} corre- 
sponds, via v, to the relation between Pliicker coordinates: 
$ bljl ... jh--liljh+l ... jJ[j& *.. ik] = [jl .*f jk][il ... ik]. 
Proof. We can assume that both the sets {i1 ,..., ik} and the complement 
{.A -ik> are increasingly ordered, therefore, for each index j,, , there exists a t 
such that it < j, < it+l and j,, = h + t. Note that 
hi2 ... ik] = (-l)“-l[is ... itjhit+l ... 61, 
[A . . . jh-14jh **a jk] = (-l)*+[jr ..f j+ri,j,, *.* jh-rjh+r ... j,]. 
Therefore, 
L ... h-14jh+l ... jdj& 1.. &I 
= (-1)A-il(-l)t-1(-l)5h+i~+“‘+i~{jA, i2 ,..., ik} 
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= (_])h+t+iz+...+i8+h-il+t-l(jh ) iz ,...) Q 
= (-1) il+iZ+‘“+ik( - l)2h+2t-1{jh , is ,..., ik> = -( -l)il+“‘+ik{jh , iz ,..., ik). 
This computation proves the proposition. 1 
As a consequence of Lemma 1 and Proposition 2 we have the well-known 
result that: in char 0 the ideal of relations between Plucker coordinates is 
generated by the relations of type 
[Ai2 . . . hl hi2 *.. ifi] = i [jlj2 * . * jh-& jh+l . * 1 j,] [ j& * * * ik] (1) 
h=l 
In fact, by specializing the variables, we get (I), where the indices jr ,..., jk and 
21 ,..., k i are not necessarily distinct. Using Proposition 2, or the technique shown 
in [2], we get the relations 
Then if we consider the polynomial ring A over Z relative to the variables 
[il ,..., ip], modulo the ideal generated by (II), it is shown in [2] that it is linearly 
generated by the standard tableaux, and it is isomorphic to the coordinate ring of 
the Grassmann manifold G,,,, . This proves the assertion in char 0. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
Now we prove that: 
PROPOSITION 3. If K is a field of characteristic p # 0, p # 2 (p prime), 
relations (II) for the Pliicher coordinates of the corresponding G,,,, cannot be 
deduced from relations (I), if k = ph - 1, and h is an-v positive odd integer not 
divided byp, (h # 1). 
Proof. Let T = @Z . {i i ,..., ik} be the space generated over Z by the 
subsets (il ,..., ik} C S, where k = ph - 1, h odd not divided by p. Consider next 
the linear map 
T = @ b * {il ,..., ilc} % Z 
given by #((ii ,..., ik}) = 1. Then: 
$({il ,..., iri} - (-l)“{j, ,..., jlc}) = 0 
((j, ,..., jJ the complement of i1 ,..., ik in S), 
(4 
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* (. J ti, 4 ,-., in}) = Ph, 0)) 
&lp,...,lt 
= (Ph - l)(Ph - 2) .** (Ph - (P - lMP@ - 1)) 
P(P - 1Y 
_ (-*p 
= (Ph - l)(Ph - 2) .-* (Ph - (P - lN(h - 1) _ (-*p 
(P - 111 
(c) 
Note that (a) and (b) are 0 mod p; for (c) we have 
(ph - l)(ph - 2) ... (ph - (p - l))(h - 1) 
(P - 1Y 
_ (-1)(-2) ... (-(p - l))(h - 1) 
(P - 1Y 
= (-l)“-1 (p - I)! (h - 1) 
(P - I)! 
= (-l)P-i(h - 1) = h - 1 (mod P). 
Therefore (c) reduced modp is h + 0 modp. Now suppose we can deduce (II) 
from (I) in char p; then from the previous analysis the value of $ on the relations 
of type (II) should be a linear combination modp of the value taken by IJ on the 
relations of type (I) and those generating the kernel of Q. But these last values are 
0 while the first is not. 1 
PROPOSITION 4. If K is a field of char 2, relations (II) for the Pltkk.~ COOT- 
dinates of G4h+l,Bh+2 cannot be deduckd from relations (I): ’ - 
Proof. We use the same linear map I/ as before. We get 
Wl ,.-., id - (-*)Yjl ,-,jJ) = 2 (h = 4h + 1), 
+( y,C, {rl,yz,i3,...,ik)-(il,i2,...,i~)= (4h2+‘) 
#i,,...,i, 
= (4h + 1)(4h)(4h - ‘)I _ 1 = -&(4h + 1) _ 1 
2(4h - l)! 
(4 
(b’) 
1 
(cl> 
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Therefore (c’) is not congruent to 0 mod 2. The same argument as that in 
Proposition 3 proves Proposition 4. 1 
Remark. Given any number of odd primes, we can easily construct a 
Grassmannian for which the relations of type (I) do not generate all relations in 
all such characteristics. 
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